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Overview— DogBot is an electronically     
augmented harness designed to be worn by a        
medium to large sized pets. DogBot has three        
main functions: an emergency GPS locator, a       
fitness tracker, and a high-visibility LED for       
night-time pet activities. In order to rapidly       
prototype this system, we rely heavily on Particle,        
a leading IoT platform. Particle manufactures      
both WiFi and cellular connected microcontrollers      
and provides an Arduino-like SDK from which       
DogBot is built. DogBot also requires a server        
capable of running PHP programs, as well as        
several other miscellaneous electronic    
components. We use these technologies in addition       
to additive manufacturing to create a harness that        
is both durable and practical. 

The overall outcome of this project was       
the successful implementation of the prototype      
system known we call DogBot. Generally      
speaking, DogBot performs all necessary functions      
in a small and clean enough package to be         
considered somewhere between prototype and     
minimum viable product. 

 
I. Introduction & Motivation 

When consumers consider the applications     
of wearable computing devices, many tend to       
disregard pets as a potential host for wearable        
electronics. This is often due to the added layer of          
difficulty associated with managing pet-wearable     
computing devices. For instance, the owner must       
ensure the device is always charged, dry, and        
undamaged. When the device’s battery becomes      
depleted, the owner must detach the device, charge it,         
and reattach it- with emphasis on the attachment        
process. All this extra work creates a stigma against         
pet wearables in the sense that an owner may be          
unwise to spend time and money on something so         
seemingly frivolous. 

Though pet wearables are sometimes seen as       
a unusual, this is not to say there is a small target            
market for pet wearables. According to the American        
Pets Product Association (APPA), the 2016 average       
number of pets per household in the U.S. was 1.4,          

and dogs making up nearly 20% of all household         
pets[1]. APPA also shows that 2016 was a record for          
pet health insurance sales. These two claims support        
the idea that there are a lot of large pets (dogs, pigs,            
horses), and that people are increasing spending on        
their pets, respectively. From our own research,       
we’ve seen that not many high-end pet wearables        
exist. Though some companies have created pet       
wearables, most seem dated and/or don’t provide       
enough utility to justify the extra work. 

Two prevalent problems with pets, larger      
ones in particular, is their tendency to run away from          
home, and their daily exercise routine- or lack        
thereof. In this paper, we introduce DogBot, a        
prototype pet-friendly wearable device which solves      
these two problems. DogBot is equipped with a GPS         
sensor, a cellular data connection, an accelerometer,       
and a Wi-Fi-enabled microcontroller. These four key       
pieces of hardware enable DogBot to report the        
location of the pet in realtime in case it runs away           
from home, while also monitoring the daily activity        
levels of the pet. For the remainder of this paper, we           
will describe DogBot in the context of dogs, as that          
was our primary use case. While DogBot is not a          
perfect system, we believe strategies proposed and       
implemented here can be applied to other       
pet-wearables which aim to achieve similar      
functionality. 

The rest of this paper is organized as        
follows: Section II describes works similar and       
related to DogBot with a focus on commercial        
products. Section III outlines the hardware      
components of DogBot. Section IV outlines the       
software side of things. In Section V, we evaluate         
DogBot in several real-world scenarios. We conclude       
our paper with sections VI and VII 

 
II. Related Work 

When considering related work, there is one       
commercial product in particular that looks      
promising- Whistle[2]. Whistle covers many of the       
same functions as DogBot, and is a much smaller         
form-factor. Similar to DogBot, Whistle has a GPS        
locator and a cellular connection so that a dog may be           



located with pinpoint accuracy regardless of WiFi       
connectivity. Additionally, Whistle uses WiFi     
connectivity to determine the dog’s “lost” status.       
However, Whistle’s battery lasts only 7 days and        
does not track pet activity. Whistle does not host an          
LED beacon, and is designed to be worn as a collar           
attachment instead of as a harness. Because of these         
reasons, we believe the work presented in DogBot is         
sufficiently distinct. 

While there are numerous other creations      
similar to DogBot in the hacker/maker space, most of         
them do not use Particle’s system- likely because of         
the novelty of the system and the price point.         
Similarly, there exist other commercial products      
whose aim is to track an animal, but must look          
gimmicky and/or have terrible reviews. 
 
III. Hardware Design & Implementation 

There are four main hardware components      
that make up DogBot: harness, GPS tracker, fitness        
monitor, and beacon. In the following subsections,       
we will describe the hardware side of DogBot in         
detail. 

 

 
Figure 1. DogBot mounted on a 60lb goldendoodle 

 
A. Harness & Circuit Boxes 

From a dog’s perspective, the harness is the most         
important part of any wearable device. It is        

responsible for ensuring the circuitry is securely       
attached to the dog, but it must also be comfortable          
and flexible. DogBot is built on the “Fire Watcher”         
harness by OneTigris[3]. The harness features a       
military-esque design has several M.O.L.L.E.[4]     
compatible straps and is lined with velcro. To attach         
our circuitry to the vest, we use two AR-2x20 canvas          
pouches. To help protect the circuitry from impact        
and water, we designed and 3D printed plastic (ABS)         
inserts. This gives us approximately 280cm2 of rigid        
space to house our electronic components. While this        
may seem like plenty of space, we found some         
difficulties with packing efficiency issues since our       
electrical components are not specifically designed      
for the space. 
 

B. Emergency Tracker Module  
The emergency tracker module (ETM) is responsible       
for reporting a lost dog’s location to its owner. This          
module fills the space of one pouch in DogBot.         
Though it is connected by wires to the Activity         
Tracker Module, it is housed separately from it. In         
order to report the location of the dog in realtime, a           
GPS tracker with cellular capabilities is needed. For        
this, we use Particle’s Electron[5] and asset tracker        
shield[6]. The Electron is essentially an      
Arduino-style microcontroller with a built-in cellular      
data connection. These two items are powered by a         
11.1v lithium polymer battery. Though it seems       
counterintuitive to use such a high-voltage battery for        
a 3.3v microcontroller, the ETM is responsible for        
powering the 12v LED beacon in emergencies- thus        
we have to sacrifice battery life (due to the slight          
inefficiency converting 12v to 3.3v) for LED       
brightness.  
 

C. Activity Tracker Module 
The activity tracker module (ATM) is responsible for        
two main things. First, it, as expected, tracks the         
activity of the animal. The ATM is composed of a          
Particle’s Photon (a Wi-Fi enabled microcontroller)      
and the Adafruit MMA8451 (a +-2G 3-axis       
accelerometer kit). Together, these two components      
monitor the dog’s activity and report it to a remote          
server for processing. The ATM has a secondary        
functionality, however. The ATM is responsible for       
sending the wakeup signal to the ETM in the event of           
a runaway. The ATM is powered by a dedicated array          
of 4 AA batteries. This battery pack is seperate from          
the one powering the ETM. This allows the ATM and          
ETM to operate independently of one another-       
making them modular. 
 

D. LED Beacon 



The LED Beacon is a flexible waterproof 12v RGB         
strip. It is connected to the ETM and controlled by a           
darlington transistor circuit. The LED Beacon can be        
switched on by the user, but its primary function is          
emergency lighting. When DogBot has deemed the       
dog to be in a “lost” state, the LED Beacon powers           
on and flashes to aid a potential nighttime search         
party. 
 
IV. Software Design & Implementation 

In this section, we describe the software of        
DogBot. We first discuss the general control logic,        
and then move on to firmware and accompanying        
cloud software. 
 

A. Control Logic 
During times of normal operation, both the ATM and         
ETM are in a state of extremely low power         
consumption. Periodically, the ATM wakes up and       
checks the following two things. 

First, every 10 minutes, the ATM turns on        
its Wi-Fi module and attempts to connect to the         
home’s Wi-Fi network. If it fails to connect after         
three attempts (meaning the device has been offline        
for a total of 30 minutes), the ATM sends a wakeup           
signal to the ETM. Upon receiving the wakeup        
signal, the ETM attempts to reach out to the         
homeowner via text message and email. The owner        
can either silence the alarm- which will put the ATM          
back in a state of low-power, or send the signal to           
begin GPS updates. If the owner does not respond         
after 30 more minutes, GPS updates begin       
automatically. When the ETM is in a state of         
emergency GPS broadcasting, the ETM will choose       
whether or not to active the LED beacon based on          
local time. This helps save battery power and thus be          
able to broadcast for longer periods of time. 

Additionally, every 3 seconds, the ATM      
checks input from the accelerometer. If the       
accelerometer is reporting significant movement, the      
ATM stays awake capturing this movement data until        
movement stops. When movement stops, the ATM       
powers on the onboard Wi-Fi chip and sends the         
movement data to a remote server for processing. 
 

B. Photon Firmware 
The Photon is the microcontroller running behind the        
ATM. The firmware of the ATM is written in a          
language which is extremely similar to that of the         
Arduino SDK. The firmware has setup and loop        
functions, as well as many WiFi-specific functions.       
Importantly, the Photon has a function called sleep,        
which allows the programmer to put the       

microcontroller in a state of extremely low power        
consumption. This is a must-have feature for any        
wearable device which expects to last more than a         
few days. Because the Photon has a strong        
server-side platform behind it, we are able to perform         
over-the-air updates. This is an important feature, as        
it allows both our team and a potential user of          
DogBot to flash updates the device without detaching        
it from the animal. 
 

C. Electron Firmware 
The Electron is the microcontroller running behind       
the ETM. The firmware of the ETM is written in the           
same language as the ATM- an arduino-like subset        
specifically designed by Particle for use in their SDK.         
Generally speaking, the Photon and Electron’s      
software deployment processes are nearly identical. 
 

D. DogBot Server 
The DogBot server runs on a simple LAMP server         
hosted by GoDaddy. The server is capable of doing a          
few things, but is most importantly a place where         
DogBot’s front-end website is hosted. The DogBot       
server is also responsible for recording the activity        
history of the wearer of DogBot including general        
fitness level and GPS-location. The activity levels of        
the animal is stored in a simple text file- rows          
containing a timestamp and the number of seconds        
the dog was active. Similarly, the server has a CSV of           
reported locations and timestamps for the dog (if        
he/she is missing). 
 

E. Web Portal 
DogBot’s web portal is very minimalistic. It       

does only two things. First, it displays a calendar with          
each day displaying how much overall activity the        
dog got that day. Additionally, in the event of an          
emergency, the portal displays a map with the past 10          
locations of the animal. During this time, the owner         
can choose to light up the animal’s emergency LED         
beacon, or silence notifications in the event of a false          
positive. 
 

 



Figure 2. DogBot’s front-end web GUI 
 
V. Evaluation & Discussion 
In this section, we outline the methods we used and          
results we found when evaluating DogBot. We       
evaluated several varying factors of DogBot from       
physical durability to the user interface and user        
experience. 
 

A. Physical Durability 
In order to test the physical durability of DogBot, we          
attached it to Ajax, a 60lb goldendoodle and went         
outside to play for several hours. We allowed Ajax to          
run to his heart’s content, chase balls, roll around,         
and jump over small obstacles. DogBot held up        
perfectly and did not detach itself from the harness.         
The only damage that occured was to the plastic         
housing- a small crack likely caused from Ajax        
taking a hard fall and rolling out of it. While the           
crack did not affect the immediate performance of        
DogBot, it could have compromised its water       
resistance. 

 
B. Emergency Detection 

To evaluate the effectiveness of emergency detection,       
we simulated a “run-off” event by attaching DogBot        
to our test subject Ajax and simply walking around         
the neighborhood while the DogBot system was       
armed. If DogBot turned it’s emergency      
GPS-notification system on after 30 minutes away       
from the home, we considered that a successful trial.         
We went on a total of 5 trial runs across two locations            
and saw a 100% success rate. Every time Ajax was          
away from the home for more than 30 minutes, the          
ETM turned on and began functioning as desired.        
The only possible ways for this system to be rendered          
ineffective is physical damage to the system or cell         
service not being available at the pet’s location.  
 

C. Battery Life 
Battery life was of utmost importance when       
developing DogBot. Changing and/or charging     
batteries in any wearable is arguably the most        
bottlenecking issue. This is especially apparent in       
pet-wearables as it is much easier to forget to charge          
batteries, and the pet cannot alert the owner about a          
low battery. To test the battery life of DogBot, we          
simulated normal usage conditions until the ATM’s       
battery died. We saw a battery life of 24 days          
(approximately 3 weeks). For a simulated test, this        
was acceptable. To validate this, we attached DogBot        
to Ajax and waited until the battery was near 50%          
charge. Due to time constraints, we could not wait         

until fully depleted since the system could not be         
modified and improved upon during this testing time.        
It took DogBot 10 days to drain to 50% battery. This           
is inline with the 3-week results seen during        
simulation.  
 

D. Activity Level Accuracy 
Measuring the activity level of any animal is a         
difficult task in general. Without explicitly tracking       
the number of steps taken by the animal (which fell          
out of the scope of this project), measuring the         
activity level must be approximated by the number of         
seconds the animal was moving in a row. By filtering          
out events which are less than 10 seconds long (e.g. a           
small readjustment while sleeping), we can know       
roughly when and for how long the animal was         
walking or running. Using a home security camera,        
we observed Ajax’s movements for 24 hours and        
correlated Ajax’s movements to the activities      
recorded in DogBot’s database. Generally speaking,      
Ajax is lazy and does not move much when his          
owners aren’t home. This is depressing, and pet        
owners everywhere would never leave home if they        
knew this. 
 

E. LED Brightness 
The main purpose of the led beacon is to help spot           
the dog at night. To help gauge if our LED beacon           
was bright enough, we took Ajax on a walk around          
the University of Arkansas campus. The LED proved        
to be more than sufficiently bright to spot Ajax from          
well over 100m away. It was so bright, in fact, that it            
lit up trees and the grass within Ajax’s immediate         
vicinity. 
 



 
Figure 3. DogBot at night 

VI. Conclusion & Future Work 
In this paper, we introduced DogBot, an       

electronically augmented harness for medium to large       
sized pets. DogBot is capable of tracking a pet’s         
activity levels and reporting runaways to the pet        
owner, while having a battery which lasts more than         
twenty days between charges. We designed and       
developed a hardware and software package that       
relies heavily on Particle’s SDK. Finally, we       
evaluated the system’s overall performance on a       
number of different metrics ranging from battery life        
to physical durability.  

DogBot is far from perfect, and much work        
could be done to improve the system. First and         
foremost, we’d like to remove the need for two         
separate microcontroller systems. This would help      
the system be more affordable, consume less energy,        
and fit in a smaller package. This seems possible with          
Particle’s latest chipset. 
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